
SOCIAL CONSCIENCE AND SOCIAL REFORM: 
THE POLITICAL PARADOX OF DANTONS TOD 

by Douglas Milburn, Jr. 

For a work concerned with one of the major sociopoliticaI upheavals in 
world history, Georg Buchner's Dantons Tod has suffered from a remark- 
able number of apolitical, if not antipolitical interpretations. In the non- 
Marxist literature one finds an almost studied refusal to consider the socio- 
political aspect of the play, while other aspects, such as style, dramaturgy, 
metaphysics, etc., have been examined so often that one is sometimes 
hard put to find the original Biichner. One hastens to add, that Danton is 
apparently rich enough to support almost any number of differing analvt- 
ical approaches; one is nonetheless puzzled by the Western indifference 
to the play as a document of sociopolitical revolution. For example, Karl 
Vietor accurately appraises the naivety of Biichner's position as a political 
activist turned nonactivist, but fails to discuss the extent to which this same 
position pervades and shapes the political side of Dantons Tad.' A. H. J .  
Knight correctly identifies the political cause of Danton's inaction in general 
terms of guilt, disillusionment, and disgust but does not develop the idea as a 
source of dramatic tension in the play.2 Walter Hollerer implicitly agrees 
with Buchner's pessimistic conclusions concerning social action and reform 
and hence is incapable of seeing the significance of a conflict between Dan- 
ton's social conscience and political reality.3 Gerhart Baumann, on the other 
hand, does identify one element of the conflict when he observes, " . . . die 
Abhiingigkeit von dem 'MuP' schafft die dramatische Grund~ituation."~ In 
this paper I would like to suggest that the dependence on the MuJ creates 
only one-half of the basic dramatic situation, in sociopolitical terms, the 
other being created by Danton's highly developed social conscience which 
Baumann, like Vietor, Knight, and Hollerer, does not take into account. 
Exactly the reverse is the case with J. P. Stern who has only recently bril- 
liantly delineated Buchner/DantonYs social conscience; but Stern is unwilling 
to admit the sincerity of Biichner/Danton's motives in undertaking social re- 
- 
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form.5 I will come back to Stern's position in a moment. To complete this 
brief survey of the literature, one author remains to be mentioned. Anne- 
liese Bach, in an article entitled "Verantwortlichkeit und Fatalismus in 
Georg Biichner's Drama 'Dantons Tod,' " correctly assesses the two terms of 
the conflict which paralyze Danton: personal guilt and impersonal fatalism. 
Miss Bach's assessment is, however, couched in religious, specifically Chris- 
tian, terms, the result being her failure to see that the same conflict can also 
be discussed in sociopolitical terms.6 

In contrast, Marxist critics have taken the theme, Dantons Tod as a 
drama of revolution, for their 0wn.7 That this should be the case is unfortu- 
nate, for we in the West should really be in a far better position to evaluate 
and appreciate Biichner's drama as a consideration of the possibility of social 
reform by revolution than are our ideologically more restricted Marxist 
colleagues. 

Marxist critics to the contrary notwithstanding, Danton is obviously much 
more than a play of revolution. In fact one is compelled to conclude that 
non-Marxist interpretations, although slighting the political aspects of the 
work, have come much closer to an understanding of the drama as a whole 
than have Marxist analyses which necessarily proceed on the assumption 
that the work is basically a document of revolution. 1n reality, of course, 
Danton is rather a documentation of revolution. By here delineating a socio- 
political source of dramatic tension in the play, I do not wish to suggest a 
revision of non-Marxist readings of the play; rather I hope to supplement 
those readings by casting light on an aspect of the play which has been too 
much ignored in the non-Marxist world. 

That aspect consists in the conflict within Danton between the ideals 
arising from his social conscience and the painful reaIity of social reform. 
Both Buchner and his Danton are trapped in this paradox: they want to do 
something about the suffering of the world but they learn that they can do 
nothing. Indeed, Danton is paralyzed by the paradox. Admittedly, other 
factors, philosophical and religious, contribute to Danton's paralysis; it is 
precisely these factors which have been so thoroughly discussed to the ex- 
clusion of the factor of Danton's social conscience. To demonstrate the pres- 
ence and the effect of the political paradox it will be necessary to answer 
two questions: (1) What is the evidence for the existence of a social con- 
science in Danton? and (2) Was Danton, the political activist, sincere in his 
attempt at social reform? Having answered those two questions we may 
then proceed to a more general statement concerning the validity of 
Biichner/Danton's ultimate, pessimistic views concerning social reform. 

Danton's reaction to and sense of outrage toward the inequities of his 
society are nowhere expressed more forcefully and succinctIy than at the 
conclusion of the opening scene. It seems, in fact, that these lines must be 
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read with cognizance of Danton's social conscience i£ one is to apprehend 
their full meaning: 

Camille. . . . warum hast du den Kampf begonnen? 
Darztort. Die Leute waren mir zuwider. Ich konnte dergleichen gespreizte Kato- 

nen nie ansehn, ohne ihnen einen Tritt zu geben. Mein Naturell ist 
einmal so. Er erkebt siclz. 

Juile . . . D u  gehst? 
Datzto~z zir J~rlie. Ich mufi fort, sie reiben mich mit ihrer Politik noch auf.- 

Irn Hirinr~sgelzen: Zwischen Tiir und Angel will ich euch prophezeien: 
Die Statue der Freiheit ist noch nicht gegossen, der Ofen giiiht, wir alle 
konnen uns noch die Finger dabei verbrennen. Ab. 

Canzille. Laat ihn! Glaubt ihr, er konne die Finger davon lassen, wenn es zum 
Handeln kommt? 

He'raalt. Ja aber, bloa zum Zeitvertreib, wie man Schach spielt.8 

All the elements of the social-political conflict described above are present 
in this exchange. Camille asks Danton why he became involved in the rev- 
olution. Danton replies that he could not remain uninvolved when con- 
fronted with the pomposity of the rulers of society; and then he adds the 
understated, pregnant line: "Mein Naturell ist einmal so." Social concern, 
fatalism, and resignation are all contained in this one-line confession. Dan- 
ton here admits, first, that he has a social conscience and, second, that he 
can do nothing about it, except refuse to act once action has been proved 
futile. This is Danton speaking with the guilt for the three thousand Sep- 
tember murders on his conscience. It is also Biichner speaking after hi 
failure to incite rebellion among the peasants in Hessen by circulating 
an inflammatory chronicle (Der hessische Landbote) of the corruption of 
the provincial government, an attempt which had ended in the imprison- 
ment of several of Buchner's co-conspirators while he himself fled to 
France. Whereas Biichner, after attempting to assuage his social conscience 
through action, escaped, his Danton acted and was forced to learn that 
action is not only futile, but possibly painful, and perhaps eventually fatal: 
"Der Ofen gliiht, wir alle konnen uns noch die Finger dabei verbrennen." 

But Danton had no choice. One asks oneself, why does Danton in reply 
to Camille's question not say, "Mein Naturell war einmal so"? After all, 
Danton's active involvement in the revolution is long past when the play 
opens. Yet he says, "Mein Naturell ist einmal SO." His conscience in other 
words was not destroyed by his attempt at reform; it was only very pain- 
fully wounded. Interestingly enough, HCrault responds to Danton's explana- 
tion as if he had said, "My disposition was simply that way." HCrault 
agrees with Camille's statement that Danton will act when the time comes 
(a misjudgment in itself) and then he goes on to say that Danton will act 
only to avoid the boredom of inaction; that is, he will act for the same rea- 
sons that one plays chess. Such an interpretation of Danton's motives can 
be correct only if Ile says, "Mein Naturell war einmal so." Only if Dan- 
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ton's conscience is a thing of the past can he be free of its torment; only 
then could he say his disposition was that way. If H6rault7s analysis of Dan- 
ton's motives is correct, then much of the content of the play becomes mean- 
ingless, particularly the night scene with Julie, which I will go into shortly. 

First we must examine the probIem of Danton7s sincerity as a political 
activist. If it were only a matter of refuting HCrault's interpretation of Dan- 
ton's motives, the question would be settled quite easily. But before doing 
that, we must resolve the larger question of Biichner's sincerity as humani- 
tarian political activist. J. P. Stern has recently asserted, with reference 
to Biichner's abortive Hessian conspiracy, "His political act is indeed an 
'experiment': not because, writing and thinking in the pre-Marxist limbo, 
he hasn't yet 'seen the light,' but because a creative writer's fundamental 
concern, even if it be with politics, has in the world of political action al- 
ways something experimental about it; its issue, after all, is an illumination 
first and foremost, not a pre~ept."~ We can accept that analysis of Buch- 
ner's motives only because of the qualification, "something experimental," 
which leaves the possibility open that Buchner was at least partly sincere, 
if such an attitude is possible. But earlier in his argument, Stern states that 
for the Biichner of Dantons Tod and afterward, "the horror of the canaille 
is infinitely stronger than the reformatory intention, and the desire to under- 
stand the situation has outlived the urge to alter it."lo I t  seems that Stern's 
argument here is valid only if one qualifies the position which Dantons Tod 
holds in Biichner's development in the following manner. Before Biichner 
could attain the Distanzierung necessary for the writing of such a play as 
Woyzeck, he had to learn that his conscience, his all-too-real, completely 
nonexperimental conscience, which gave him such profound insight into the 
world of men, should not be heeded when it goaded him to overt action in 
the world of men. Dantons Tod, I suggest, must be seen, sociopolitically, 
as the record of this lesson; otherwise much of its social profundity is du- 
bious if not outright illusory. Not until the end of the play, when he writes 
Lucile's line, "Wir mussen es wohl leiden," is Buchner in the position which 
Stern argues so well for him. Only then has Buchner come to see that a man 
with a conscience can do nothing in or to an unconscionable world; he 
can only tolerate it. Granted, this is the base on which Woyzcck rests, as 
Stern shows. But one can see it as the base on which Der hessische Land- 
bate and Dantons Tod rest only if one does not take into account the young 
activist's social conscience, which, until he came to terms with it, would 
give neither him nor his dramatic protagonist rest. 

Biichner himself was apparently aware of the way in which his attitude 
of careful, resigned, artistic withdrawal could be misinterpreted as cynical 
indifference (HCrault's comment about Danton) or as sophisticated artistic 
capriciousness (Stern's interpretation of Biichner's motives). HOW else is 
one to take these comments in a letter to his parents, if not in this light (I 
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quote at length because Biichner's explanation o£ his own motives is also a 
paraphrase of the position which I am arguing for Danton): 

Man nennt rnich einen Spotter. Es ist wahr, ich lache oft; aber ich Iache nicht 
dariiber, wie jemand ein Mensch, sondern nur dariiber, dnfi er ein Mensch ist, 
wofiir er ohnehin nichts kann, und lache dabei iiber mich selbst, der ich sein 
Schicksal teile. Die Leute nennen das Spott, sie vertragen es nicht, daD man 
sich als Narr produziert und sie duzt; sie sind Veriichter, Spotter und Hochrniitige, 
weil sie die Narrheit nur ariber sich suchen, . . . Der Aristokratisrnus ist die 
schlndlichste Verachtung des Heiligen Geistes im Menschen; gegen ihn kehre 
ich seine eigenen Waffen: Hochmut gegen Hochmut, Spott gegen Spott. 

Ihr wiirdet Euch besser bei rneinem Stiefelputzer nach mir urnsehn; rnein 
Hochmut und Verachtung Geistesarmer und Ungelehrter f'inde dort wohl ihr 
bestes Objekt. Ich bitte, fragt ihn einrnal. . . . Ich hoffe noch irnmer, dap ich 
leidenden, gedriickten Gestalten rnehr mitleidige Blicke zugeworfen als kalten, 
vornehrnen Herren bitfere Worte gesagt habe. (February, 1834, pp. 378-379). 

Just as Danton could not bear the sight of "dergleichen gespreizten Kato- 
nen," so too could Biichner not tolerate "die, welche verachten"; it is toward 
such hypocrites and toward a society which produces such hypocrites and 
allows them to exist in positions of power that Buchner is cynical and a 
Spb'tter. To read cynicism in his attitude toward other members of society, 
less well off materially, or to impugn the sincerity of his compassion toward 
"leidende, gedriickte Gestalten" is to doubt the ultimate sincerity of any 
humanitarian attitude. Once again we are reminded of Danton's succinct 
explanation: "Mein Nature11 ist einmal so.'' 

Exactly as Biichner attempted in the letter just quoted to explain to his 
parents the basis of his misinterpreted attitude of mockery, so too in Dan- 
tons Tod he tried to make clear the fact that Danton also mocked only 
"Die, welche verachten" while, in spite of his own pain, remaining com- 
passionate toward those who suffer. Although this conflict, with its conse- 
quences, is most forcefully delineated in the first scene of the play, it is 
repeatedly brought to the fore in following scenes. 

That Danton's motives were sincere, that, in other words, he himself 
did not view his initial and painful involvement in the revolution as a game, 
"as one plays chess," is also indicated by the conclusion of his first 
meeting with Robespierre. Their exchange, after floundering along in se- 
mantic difficulties (both men use the same words, such as Tngend, but 
cannot communicate since each is working with a different set of mean- 
ings), is broken off by Danton when Robespierre in effect questions his 
sincerity: 

Drintorz. . . . man darf die Unschuldigen nicht  nit den Schuldigen treffen. 
Robespierre. Wer sagt dir denn, da13 ein Unschuldiger getroffen worden sei? 
Danton. H6rst du, Fabricius? Es starb kein UnschuIdiger! Er geht; inz Hinaus- 

gelzen zu Paris: Wir diirfen keinen Augenblick verlieren, wir miissen uns 
zeigen! @. 30). 
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The force of Danton's reaction here to Robespierre's callousness to deaths 
caused by the revolution is indicative of the hypersensitivity of his con- 
science. One imagines that Robespierre, in his self-righteous manner, reads 
his line thus: "Wer sagt dir denn, dab ein Unschuldiger getroffen worden 
sei?" And Danton, in spite of his existential lethargy, leaves in haste. He 
appears at this point to be almost angry enough at Robespierre's callous- 
ness to commit himself to a course of active resistance. He thinks that by 
showing himself to the people he can get them back on his side and rouse 
them to action. But his enthusiasm is short-lived. When we next see him he 
is once again caught in the paralyzing grip of not just this political paradox 
but a more profound existential paradox; when Biichner next shows him 
to us he is talking at length about the numbing boredom of life (pp. 33ff.). 

In yet another scene Robespierre misunderstands or perhaps chooses to 
misunderstand Danton's motives. "Keinen Vertrag, keinen Waffenstill- 
stand mit den Menschen," he says in the speech before the Jakobinerklub, 
"welche nur auf Auspliinderung des Volkes bedacht waren, welche diese 
Auspliinderung ungestraft zu vollbringen hofften, fur welche die Republik 
eine Spekulation und die Revolution ein Handwerk war!" (pp. 20-21). By 
thus associating Danton with those for whom the revolution was a commer- 
cial means to a profitable end, Robespierre does Danton an injustice only 
slightly greater than that done him by HCrault. One can refute Robespierre's 
charge in the same way that one can refute HCrault's erroneous interpreta- 
tion of Danton's motives, by examining the scene which is crucial for an 
understanding of the role played by Danton's social conscience. 

Anneliese Bach has demonstrated the structurally and thematically cen- 
tral position occupied by the night scene with Danton and Julie, Ein Zim- 
mer (pp. 43-45). The scene is essentially a lengthier, less restrained statement 
of the conflict reflected in the earlier, succinct confession, "Mein Nature11 
ist einmal so." Both elements of the conflict, that of conscience and of fu- 
tility, are here reiterated and elaborated. Whereas at the beginning of the 
play Danton had been resigned to living with his tormented conscience, 
now he is in a state of extreme mental excitation. For his conscience will 
not let him sleep, or at best will let him sleep only fitfully; and he calls 
out into the night, "Will denn das nie aufhoren? Wird das Licht nie aus- 
gliihn und der Schall nie modern? Will's denn nie still werden, dap wir uns 
die garstigen Siinden einander nicht mehr anhoren und ansehen?-4eptem- 
ber!-" (p. 43). These are hardly the words of a man who acted "wie man 
Schach spielt"; nor are they the words of a man for whom "die Revolution 
ein Handwerk war"; nor of a man whose political act was an experiment. 
They are rather the words of a man who was driven to act ("Puppen 
sind wiry von unbekannten Gewalten am Draht gezogen . . ." [p. 451 but 
who now can not comprehend why he should be cursed with guilt for his 
well-intentioned action ("Wer will der Hand fluchen, auf die der Fluch 
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des Mup gefallen?" [p. 451). 
For Danton the ultimate irony of the situation lies in the fact that he 

knows he is not to be executed for those sins which weigh so upon his con- 
science. In fact, as far as the current masters of the revolution are con- 
cerned, the September murders are rather a point in Danton's favor.ll Dan- 
ton knows that it is actually his compassion, the very compassion which has 
paralyzed him politically, which will cause him to be condemned. As a man 
of compassion he requires a world of compassion; but the world of cruelty 
in which Danton exists will not allow a man of compassion to occupy a po- 
sition of power. Buchner puts the ultimate comment in the gentle Camille's 
mouth and thus lets Camille explain the meaning of Danton's death as a 
perhaps archetypal event in modern political revolution: "Meine Herren," 
Camille says to his fellow prisoners, "ich beklage sehr, dap unsere An- 
strengungen so fruchtlos waren; ich gehe aufs Schaffot, weil mir die Augen 
iiber das Los einiger Ungliicklichen nap geworden" (p. 55). The line, which 
is after all simply a poetic rephrasing of "Mein Naturell ist einmal so," 
could just as well have been spoken by Danton himself. 

What then of the validity of Biichner's position with regard to the desir- 
ability and feasibility of social reform? Just as the foregoing comments on 
Dantons Tod as a drama of revolution are to be considered supplemen- 
tary rather than supplanting, so too are the following comments on the 
validity of Biichner7s political position supplementary in a somewhat broader 
sense, for among non-Marxist critics the sin here has been one of omission 
rather than one of commission. Only Karl Vietor has attempted to pass judg- 
ment on Buchner's political views. While Vietor arrives at conclusions sim- 
ilar to mine, he does so without utilizing the evidence contained in Dantons 
Tod and without identifying Biichner's (and Danton's) social conscience as 
such. 

Biichner's political position, as I have presented it here, was that of a 
young man who suffered from an apparently incurable case of double 
vision. He was at once farsighted and clear-sighted. Farsightedly he wrote 
such prophetic lines as: "Und die grope Klasse selbst? Fiir sie gibt es nur 
zwei Hebel: materielles Elend und religiaser Fanatismus. Jede Partei, 
welche diese Hebel anzusetzen versteht, wird siegen. Unsere Zeit braucht 
Eisen und Brot-und dann ein Kreuz oder sonst so was" (letter to Gutzkow, 
"Stra@burg7' 118361," p. 412). Clear-sightedly, as a man free of ideologi- 
cal restraints and pledged to uncompromising honesty, Biichner wrote to 
his brother concerning the activist reformers of his own day, "Ich habe 
mich seit einem halben Jahre vollkommen iiberzeugt, dap nichts zu tun 
ist und dap jeder, der im Augenblick sich aufopfert, seine Haut wie ein 
Narr zu Markte tragt. Ich kann Dir nichts N'Aheres sagen, aber ich kenne 
die Verhaltnisse; ich we$, wie schwach, wie unbedeutend, wie zerstiickelt 
die liberale Partei ist, ich we$, dap ein zweckm'iifiiges, iibereinstimmendes 
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Handeln unmoglich ist und dab jeder Versuch auch nicht zum geringsten 
Resultate fuhrt . . ." ("Straflburg, im Juli 1835," p. 396).j2 From the view- 
point of the practical statesman or politician, Biichner's position must seem 
quite naive, for the politician recognizes that social reform is a slow process 
resulting from a thousand compromises and small changes. Biichner, who 
was after all young and somewhat impatient, was however totally committed 
to honesty; total honesty, while the hallmark of the artist, is not a luxury 
which the practical politician involved in the world of political realities can 
afford. The young Biichner viewed the misery of the world, wept with those 
who suffer, tried to do something about the situation, burned his fingers, and 
learned from the experienee.l3 Dantons Tod contains, along with profound 
comments on other frustrating aspects of human existence, the young artist's 
pessimistic assessment of the possibility of social reform. It wouId seem that 
the sociopolitical course of the Western world since the French Revolution 
offers more than a little evidence to support the belief that his pessimistic 
judgment was premature. 

NOTES 

1. Georg Biichner, Politik, Dicllt~rtg, Wisse~zschaft (Bern, 1949), pp. 90-92, 95-158. 
2. Georg Biichner (Oxford, 1951), p. 83. 
3. "Buchner, Darttons Tod," in Das delitsche Drama, ed. Benno von Wiese (Diis- 

seldorf, 1958), 11, pp. 65-88. 
4. Georg Biichner, die dra~natische Ausclrztckswelt (Gottingen, 1961), p. 53. 
5. Re-interpretations (London, 1964), pp. 78-155. 
6. Wirkendes Wort, VI (1955-56), 217-229. 
7. See, for example, Hans Meyer, Georg Biichner zrnd seine Zeit (Wiesbaden, 

1946), pp. 181-205; Georg LukAcs, Deutsche Realisten des 19. Jahrhunderts 
(Berlin, 1952), pp. 66-88; Heinz Kamnitzer, Uber Liferatzrr und Geschichte 
(Schwerin, 1954), pp .I 16-139. 

8. Fritz Bergemann (ed.), Georg Biichr~er, Werke und Briefe, Wiesbaden, 1958), 
p. 12. Page numbers hereafter given parenthetically in my text refer to this 
edition. I find it indicative of a not wholly adequate grasp of the political source 
of dramatic tension in the play that Walter Hollerer, op. cit., Note 3, p. 67, uses 

these lines as an example of the way in which Biichner through dialogue depicts 
the existential paralysis and alienation of his characters. Granted, these lines d o  
that; but Hollerer fails to see the significance of the exchange as a key to the 
political paralysis of one of the most important figures in the Revolution. Simi- 
larly, Gerhart Baumann, op. cit., Note 4, p. 12, in his almost linear analysis of 
the play, does not comment at all on Danton's succinct explanation of his in- 
volvement in the Revolution. 

9. Re-interpretations, p. 98. 
10. Re-interprerations, p. 97 (Stern's emphasis). 
11. Robespierre indirectly points this out to  the Nafionalkonvent when he says of 

Danton, "Wir fragen nicht, ob ein Mann diese oder jene patriotische Handlung 
vollbracht hat; wir fragen nach seiner ganzen politischen Laufbahn" Cp. 47). 
This is of course a juridical ploy which we in this century have seen developed 
t o  a high degree of perfection by various revolutionaries intent on purge. 
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12. For other remarks in a similar vein, see the letter (date uncertain) to  Minna 
Jaegle, containing the well-known passage which begins, "Ich studierte die Ges- 
chichte der Revolution. Ich fiihlte mich wie zernichtet unter dem grafllichen Fatal- 
ismus der Geschichte . . ." (p. 374) and the letter of January 1, 1836, to his 
family (pp. 407-408). 

13. Perhaps Biichner hoped that, since he could not alter the status quo by political 
action, he might a t  least weaken its foundation through his art. Such would 
seem to be the meaning of these remarks to Gutzkow: "Wenn es einmal ein 
Miojahr gibt, worin nur der Hanf gerat! Das sollte lustig gehen, wir wollten schon 
eine Boa Constrictor zusammen flechten. Mein Danton ist vorl'aufig ein seidenes 
Schniirchen und meine Muse ein verkleideter Samson" (March, 1835, p. 392). 
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